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In the multiferroic tunnel junction (MFTJ) composed of ferromagnetic and ferroelectric materials, the tunnel-
ing electroresistance (TER) coexists with the tunneling magnetoresistance (TMR), making it an ideal platform
for designing multifunctional electronic devices. Recently, the rapid development of van der Waals (vdW)
materials opened up a new avenue of MFTJ due to their atomic thickness and significance in miniaturizing
device sizes. Here by employing the nonequilibrium Green’s function combined with density-functional theory,
we systemically study the spin-dependent electronic transport properties of Fe3GeTe2 (FGT)/bilayer α-In2Se3

(BIS)/FGT vdW MFTJs. We find that the MFTJ can form multiple nonvolatile resistance states by altering the
polarization orientation of the ferroelectric barrier BIS and the magnetization alignment of the two ferromagnetic
FGT electrodes, with a maximum TMR (TER) ratio up to 1.1 × 107% (744%). The TER ratio can be further
increased to 1868% by using left and right symmetrical copper electrodes. More interestingly, the perfect spin
filtering effect can be realized in our MFTJs and the spin current can be controlled by the sign of bias voltages,
suggesting a promising route for spin valves that can flexibly manipulate spin currents. Our results demonstrate
that giant TMR, large TER, as well as a tunable spin filter can coexist in one system, and that the feasible
tunability of such kind of vdW MFTJs is beneficial in designing next-generation logic and memory devices.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Tunnel junctions, usually established by a sandwich struc-
ture consisting of metal/insulator/metal regime, are crucial in
the magnetic recording process where the spin orientations
manipulated during the rapid reading and writing procedures
are utilized to store binary information [1,2]. By changing the
tunnel junction materials, one can construct different types of
devices, e.g., magnetic tunnel junctions (TJs) [3,4], ferroelec-
tric TJs [5], and multiferroic TJs (MFTJs) [6,7]. Compared
with magnetic TJs and ferroelectric TJs, the MFTJs exhibit
multiple nonvolatile resistance states characterized by the
coexisting tunnel magnetoresistance (TMR) and tunnel elec-
troresistance (TER). The TMR and TER in MFTJs can be
separately manipulated by applying external magnetic fields
to alter the magnetic directions of electrodes or by applying
electric fields to reverse the ferroelectric polarization direction
of the barrier layer [8], demonstrating feasible tunability and
multifunctional applications in MFTJs.

Generally, the MFTJs are constructed by coupling a fer-
roelectric barrier with magnetic electrodes [8,9]. Until now,
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the perovskite oxide materials are usually utilized as fer-
roelectric barrier layers in MFTJs [10–13]. However, the
performance of perovskite oxide-based MFTJs is affected by
natural defects, interfacial contact resistance, and dangling
bonds during the fabrication of devices, which hinders the
realistic application of MFTJs. Fortunately, the abundant van
der Waals (vdW) materials, harboring quasiplane structures
without dangling bonds, open up a perfect approach to in-
vestigate magnetic/ferroelectric TJs [14–29] and MFTJs [30].
Compared with traditional bulk materials, the performance of
vdW-based tunnel devices can be greatly improved mainly
due to the controllable layer thickness and perfect interface
of vdW materials.

Lots of ferromagnetic/ferroelectric vdW materials have
been experimentally synthesized. For example, layered
Fe3GeTe2 (FGT) displays metallic and ferromagnetic prop-
erties with the Curie temperature up to 220 K and strong
perpendicular magnetic anisotropy [31,32], and the Curie tem-
perature can be further increased beyond room temperature
by ionic gate regulation [33]. Thus FGT is a suitable can-
didate for MFTJs as electrode material. For the family of
vdW ferroelectric materials [34–38], α-In2Se3 demonstrates
room-temperature ferroelectricity with both in-plane and out-
of-plane polarization [34]. In bilayer In2X3 (X = S, Se, Te),
the vdW antiferroelectric TJ has been proposed which exhibits
huge TER and multiple nonvolatile resistance states due to the
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switchable electric polarization [39], implying that α-In2Se3

is appropriate for MFTJs as barrier layers. Therefore the
rapid development of ferromagnetic/ferroelectric vdW mate-
rials provides an ideal platform to explore MFTJs at atomic
scale by coupling them together. The vdW MFTJs are not only
experimentally feasible since the advanced crystal technolo-
gies but also tunable in different ways, e.g., electric/magnetic
field, stacking order, etc. Recently, the vdW MFTJ consisting
of PtTe2 electrodes and monolayer In2Se3 barrier layers with
ferromagnetic FenGeTe2 (n = 3, 4, 5) multilayer has been
proposed, in which the reported TMR (TER) ratio approaches
about 89% (62%) [30].

In this work, we theoretically investigate the spin-
dependent electronic transport properties of Fe3GeTe2/bilayer
α-In2Se3/Fe3GeTe2 (FGT/BIS/FGT) vdW MFTJs. Due to the
multiple polarization states of bilayer α-In2Se3, this type of
device is highly tunable by external electric field. We find a
giant TMR ratio up to 1.1 × 107% in the MFTJs by changing
the magnetic orientation of FGT electrodes from parallel (P)
to antiparallel (AP) arrangement and large TER ratio up to
744% by ferroelectric-antiferroelectric order transitions of bi-
layer In2Se3. Interestingly, we observe a perfect spin filtering
effect in the MFTJs, and the spin current can be controlled
by the sign of bias voltages when FGT electrodes are ex-
hibiting AP order. We further investigate the influence of
electrodes on the performance of the MFTJs, i.e., symmetric
Cu-FGT/BIS/FGT-Cu and asymmetric Cu-FGT/BIS/FGT ge-
ometries. In both systems, a large TER ratio can be obtained
whereas the spin filtering effect is preserved, e.g., the sys-
tem with symmetric Cu electrodes exhibits 1868% TER. Our
findings demonstrate the exotic electronic/spintronic states of
vdW MFTJs and provide an appropriate platform for further
experimental exploration of vdW MFTJs.

II. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

The structural optimization, total energy, and band-
structure calculations of all systems were performed by using
the projected augmented-wave [40] method as implemented
in the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) [41].
The generalized gradient approximation of the Perdew-Burke-
Ernzerhof type was used to treat the exchange-correlation
interaction [42]. The kinetic energy cutoff was set to be
500 eV. A vacuum space of 20 Å was considered to avoid
interaction between neighboring slabs. All atoms were fully
relaxed until the energy (10−6 eV) and force (0.01 eV/Å)
convergence criteria were reached. The DFT-D3 type of vdW
force correction was included in our calculations [43]. The
�-centered k-mesh points of 15 × 15 × 1 were used for the
structural optimization and total-energy estimation.

The electronic transport properties were calculated by us-
ing density-functional theory coupled with the nonequilibrium
Green’s function [44] as implemented in the Nanodcal pack-
age [45]. The plane-wave cutoff energy was set to be 80
hartree. The double-ζ polarized atomic-orbital basis was used
to expand all physical quantities [46]. In self-consistent cal-
culation, the energy convergence criterion of Hamiltonian
matrix was set to be 10−6 eV. More 100 × 100 × 1 k-mesh
points were set for calculating the spin-reversed current and
transmission coefficients of all MFTJs.

In the linear-response regime, the spin-polarized current
Iσ and conductance Gσ are defined by the Landauer-Büttiker
formula [47,48]

Iσ = e

h

∫
Tσ (E )[ fL(E ) − fR(E )]dE , (1)

Gσ = e2

h
Tσ , (2)

where σ = ↑, ↓ denotes the index of spin, e is the electron
charge, h is Planck’s constant, Tσ (E ) is the spin-resolved
transmission coefficient, and fL(R)(E ) is the Fermi-Dirac dis-
tribution function of the left (right) electrode. The formula
I = I↑ + I↓ is used to calculate the total charge current I . The
spin injection efficiency (η) can be defined as

η =
∣∣∣∣ I↑ − I↓
I↑ + I↓

∣∣∣∣. (3)

The TMR ratio in equilibrium state (without bias voltage) is
calculated by [49]

TMR = GP − GAP

GAP
= TP − TAP

TAP
, (4)

where TP and TAP are the total transmission coefficient of
MFTJs in and AP magnetic states, respectively. Similarly,
TER ratio is defined as [23,24,50]

TER = Gmax − Gmin

Gmin
= Tmax − Tmin

Tmin
, (5)

where Tmax and Tmin are the total transmission coefficient of
MFTJs at the Fermi level which can be obtained by reversing
the direction of the ferroelectric polarization of the barrier
layer.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. The atomic model of MFTJs

The α-In2Se3 belongs to the R3m space group and its
layers are stacked along the z axis by vdW interaction [34,51].
The weak vdW interaction of α-In2Se3 layers means that few
layers of α-In2Se3 can be exfoliated from its bulk, which has
been experimentally realized [52,53]. Each α-In2Se3 mono-
layer is composed of five atomic layers with a Se-In-Se-In-Se
sequence [34]. For each atomic layer, there are three inequiv-
alent high-symmetry sites labeled as A/B/C [see Fig. 1(a)].
The ferroelectricity of monolayer α-In2Se3 mainly originates
from the dipole interaction between the middle In-Se bond
along the z direction. For BIS, as displayed in Fig. 1(a), there
are three different dipole arrangements, i.e., (i) FE, (ii) tail-to-
tail (marked as AFE-Tail), and (iii) head-to-head (marked as
AFE-Head) states. We first investigate the stacking-dependent
structural stability of the three states. By translating the top
layer whereas fixing the bottom layer, we can obtain three
different stacking orders, i.e., Se1-A, Se1-B, and Se1-C, where
Se1 denotes the atom marked with a dotted circle in Fig. 1(a).
The total-energy calculation shows that the Se1-B geometry is
stable for both FE and AFE-Tail states, whereas the Se1-C
structure is preferred for the AFE-Head state as shown in
Fig. 1(b). Moreover, the reported transition barrier between
these states is about 30–40 meV [39], which is comparable to
the FE switching barrier of a typical three-dimensional (3D)
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FIG. 1. (a) The crystal structures of BIS with three different
ferroelectric polarizations (indicated by red arrows), i.e., FE, AFE-
Tail, and AFE-Head states. (b) The total energy of BIS at three
polarized states as a function of the various stacking orders. The band
structures of BIS at FE (c), AFE-Tail (d), and AFE-Head (e) states.
The Fermi level is set to zero.

perovskite oxide. Thus these states can be switched to each
other by an external electric field. Hereinbelow, we choose the
most stable stacking geometries as the structure of the three
dipole states.

Figures 1(c)–1(e) display the band structures of BIS
for different dipole states calculated by using the hy-
brid Heyd-Scuseria-Eenzerhof (HSE06) exchange-correlation
functional. The three dipole structures exhibit an indirect gap,
and the gap in the two AFE states is larger than that in the
FE state, which is mainly due to the bands shift BIS caused
by the depolarized electric field produced by out-of-plane
ferroelectric polarization in the FE state [39,54]. Therefore the
semiconducting characteristic of the three dipole structures
indicates that BIS is suitable for the ferroelectric barrier layer
in MFTJs.

After obtaining the optimized structure of the ferroelectric
barrier layer, we can build the FGT/BIS/FGT vdW MFTJ.
The in-plane lattice constants of FGT and α-In2Se3 are, re-
spectively, 3.991 [31,55] and 4.025 Å [52,56], so the small
lattice mismatch (0.85%) allows us to construct a hetero-
junction with a 1 × 1 unit cell. Like BIS, the favorable
stacking configurations of the MFTJs can be determined by
translating the bottom/top FGT electrodes. Due to the pres-
ence of inversion symmetry, the MFTJ forms six types of
stacking orders, i.e., Te1(A)-Te2(A), Te1(A)-Te2(B), Te1(A)-
Te2(C), Te1(B)-Te2(B), Te1(B)-Te2(C), and Te1(C)-Te2(C),
where Te1/2 represents a Te layer in the bottom/top FGT elec-
trode and A/B/C denotes the high-symmetry sites of lattice
[see Fig. 2(a)]. The total-energy evaluation for the above six
different structures is summarized in Fig. 2(b). We can see that
the Te1(C)-Te2(C) configuration is favorable for FE and AFE-
Tail states, while Te1(B)-Te2(C) is preferred for the AFE-head
state [see Fig. 2(a)]. After determining the stacking order
of the FGT/BIS interfaces, we can construct the complete
transport device of the FGT/BIS/FGT MFTJ by coupling BIS
with two FGT electrodes, as displayed in Fig. 2(c). The central

scattering region contains a BIS ferroelectric barrier layer and
trilayer FGT electrodes as buffer layers. The magnetization
of FGT and the ferroelectric polarization of BIS are tunable,
so multiple nonvolatile resistance states can be induced in the
vdW MFTJs.

B. Significant TMR and TER effects in equilibrium state

As discussed above, the magnetic FGT electrodes have
two states (P/AP) while the ferroelectric α-In2Se3 bilayer
has three states (FE/AFE-Tail/AFE-Head), indicating that six
combined states can be induced in the MFTJ. First we study
the TMR and TER effects of the FGT/BIS/FGT vdW MFTJs
in the equilibrium state. As summarized in Table I, the TMR
ratio depends on the ferroelectric polarization of BIS, i.e., the
TMR for FE, AFE-Tail, and AFE-Head states are 3.9 × 106,
1.12 × 107, and 7.6 × 106%, respectively. It is worth noting
that the tiny value of T↑/↓ is converged by our k-mesh test.
Compared with a previous study [30], the TMR ratio in our
vdW MFTJs is large enough to be implemented in spintronic
devices such as magnetic sensors, hard disk read heads, and
magnetoresistive random access memories.

Besides the TMR effect, the TER effect is also crucial to
evaluate the performance of the FGT/BIS/FGT MFTJs. Ac-
cording to the total-energy calculation displayed in Fig. 1(b),
we choose the ground state as the AFE-Tail to evaluate the
TER ratio. As shown in Table I, the total transmission coef-
ficient Ttot for the AFE-Tail state is the smallest among the
three ferroelectric polarization states. When the polarization
of BIS is switched to the FE state, the TER ratio in the P
(AP) magnetic state is 182% (701%). When its polarization
is switched to the AFE-Head state, the TER ratio becomes
larger, i.e., 493% (744%) in the P (AP) state. Therefore the
FGT/BIS/FGT vdW MFTJs harbor proper TER ratios and
may have great application potential in nonvolatile memory
devices. To further clarify the multiple nonvolatile resistance
states in these MFTJs, we calculate the PDOS of the central
scattering region in the (E , z) plane, where E represents the
Fermi energy and z denotes vertical distance along the trans-
port direction. Figure 3 displays the spin-resolved PDOS of
the central scattering region for the three types of ferroelec-
tric states. The low PDOS for the BIS region (around the
position from 25 to 42 Å) indicates that BIS is sufficiently
thick as an insulating barrier layer and the transmission is
mainly determined by the magnetic electrodes. Clearly, a
typical TMR effect can be reflected from the PDOS digram.
Due to the three types of ferroelectric states that show similar
PDOS patterns at E = 0, we choose the FE state to analyze
the transmission of the MFTJs. Note that here we treat the
spin-down PDOS of FGT at the P state as minority states.
This is because FGT is located at approximately 7.5, 17.5,
55, and 65 Å at the Fermi level, where there is almost no DOS
as highlighted by the black rectangles in Fig. 3(a). For the
AP state, electrons with spin-up (spin-down) flow from the
left FGT to the BIS ferroelectric barrier layer with majority
(minority) states at the Fermi level flow out of the BIS and
then pass through the right FGT with minority (majority)
states. The correspondence between the FGT layers on both
sides of the BIS with an inverted DOS number undoubt-
edly obstructs electron transport, indicating the presence of
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FIG. 2. (a) Crystal structures of FGT/BIS/FGT sandwich heterojunction. (b) The total energy of FGT/BIS/FGT at three polarized states as
a function of the various stacking orders. (c) Schematic diagrams of two-probe FGT/BIS/FGT MFTJs devices with three different out-plane
polar directions using metallic FGT as the electrode. Left and right lead extend to ∓∞. The xy plane is periodic and in a hexagonal lattice for
these MFTJs.

a high resistance state. At the P state, the spin-up electrons
are majority states in FGT on both sides of BIS at the Fermi
level, which dominate the transport with a low resistance state.
However, for the spin down, there are two dark blue regions
[marked by black rectangles in Fig. 3(a)] with almost no
DOS on the left and right FGT regions near the Fermi level,

which means that it is in a high resistance state and may pro-
duce an outstanding spin filtering effect. The above analysis
can be also directly applied to the AFE-Tail and AFE-Head
states.

The difference of TMR in the three ferroelectric polariza-
tion states can be understood by the Coulomb potential of

TABLE I. Calculated spin-resolved electron transmission T↑ and T↓, TMR, TER, and spin injection efficiency η at the equilibrium state for
FGT/BIS/FGT MFTJs with semi-infinite Fe3GeTe2 electrode for both the left and the right lead.

Configuration P state (M↑↑) AP state (M↑↓)

and ratio T↑ T↓ Ttot = T↑ + T↓ η T↑ T↓ Ttot = T↑ + T↓ η TMR
(×106%)

FE (A) 0.012 5.38 × 10−11 ∼0.012 ∼100% 2.11 × 10−7 1.02 × 10−7 3.13 × 10−7 35% 3.9
AFE-Tail (B) 0.004 8.46 × 10−11 ∼0.004 ∼100% 1.43 × 10−8 2.48 × 10−8 3.91 × 10−8 27% 11.0
AFE-Head (C) 0.025 7.68 × 10−10 ∼0.025 ∼100% 1.18 × 10−7 2.12 × 10−7 3.30 × 10−7 29% 7.6

TER

TA − TB

TB

a 182% 701%

TC − TB

TB
493% 744%

aTB is the minimum value for all ferroelectric polarization states.
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FIG. 3. Spin-resolved PDOS of the central scattering region
along the transport direction (z axis) for FGT/BIS/FGT MFTJs with
P and AP magnetization alignments of FGT in the equilibrium state.
White dashed lines represent the position of Fermi level. (a) FE state;
(b) AFE-Tail state; (c) AFE-Head state.

the systems. As illustrated in Fig. 4, one can observe that the
potential is symmetric and equal for FGT electrodes on the
left and right sides, whereas the potential is smoothly varying
at the interface of FGT/BIS. The dipole in the α-In2Se3 forms
a built-in electric field denoted by the red dotted lines, and
direction of the built-in electric field depends on the dipole
polarization. In particular, the potential peak in the center
of the α-In2Se3 is different for the three ferroelectric polar-
ization states, i.e., the peak values are 3.63 eV (FE state),
4.68 eV (AFE-Tail), and 2.60 eV (AFE-Head), respectively.
The change of potential peak is qualitatively consistent with
the distribution of PDOS as shown in Fig. 3, where the length
(l) of the low DOS region above the Fermi level (represented
by the white dotted line) for the center of the α-In2Se3 bilayer
is different, i.e., lAFE−Tail > lFE > lAFE−Head. Therefore the re-
versal of ferroelectric polarization directions of BIS leads to
the change of electronic band structures and different transport
resistance states in FGT/BIS/FGT MFTJs.

To illustrate the influences of ferroelectric polarization and
magnetization alignment on electron transmission in more
detail, we calculate the k‖-resolved transmission coefficients
of the FGT/BIS/FGT MFTJs at the Fermi level in the 2D
Brillouin zone as plotted in Fig. 5, which are perpendicular
to the transport direction (z axis). In the P state (M ↑↑),
the “hot spots” of the three ferroelectric polarization states
of MFTJs are all present around the gamma point of the
2D Brillouin zone and only in the spin-up channel, and the
spin down is almost nothing, which means that the perfect

FIG. 4. The evolution of the Coulomb potential in the cen-
tral scattering region along the transport direction z axis for the
FGT/BIS/FGT MFTJs. (a) FE state; (b) AFE-Tail state; (c) AFE-
Head state.

spin filtering effect occurs at the Fermi level. Almost no “hot
spots” are observed in the AP state (M ↑↓) in all polarization
states, indicating that the transmission of spin-up and spin-
down channels are suppressed in the AP state. Furthermore,
it can be clearly observed from Fig. 5 that the transmission

FIG. 5. The k‖-resolved transmission coefficients across the
FGT/BIS/FGT MFTJs in the 2D Brillouin zone for different ferro-
electric polarizations of BIS and P (M ↑↑) and AP (M ↑↓) states of
FGT at the Fermi level. (a) FE state; (b) AFE-Tail state; (c) AFE-
Head state.
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FIG. 6. (a)–(f) The variation of the current and (g)–(h) the spin injection efficiency (η) as a function of the bias voltages for FGT/BIS/FGT
MFTJs at three polarized states. (a), (b) FE state; (c), (d) AFE-Tail state; (e), (f) AFE-Head state.

of FGT/BIS/FGT MFTJ is modulated by switching the ferro-
electric polarization of BIS. Especially when the polarization
of BIS is in the AFE-Tail state, its transmission coefficient
is the smallest and significantly lower than the other two
polarization states. This is because the BIS interlayer has a
high tunneling barrier in the AFE-Tail state due to the rever-
sal of the polarization direction. Therefore the distributions
of transmission coefficients in the 2D Brillouin zone further
prove the existence of large TMR and TER ratios and a
perfect spin filtering effect in these MFTJs in the equilibrium
state.

C. Spin-dependent transport properties of MFTJs
in the nonequilibrium state

We then study the spin-dependent transport properties of
FGT/BIS/FGT vdW MFTJ as a function of bias voltage by
calculating I-V curves and spin injection efficiency (η). The
bias voltage V b is set by applying chemical potential on the
left (right) electrode as +Vb/2 (−Vb/2). Figures 6(a)–6(f)
display the corresponding I-V curves of the six combined
states. In general, the total current increases monotonically
as the bias voltage for all states. For P states as displayed
in Figs. 6(a), 6(c) and 6(e), the systems exhibit a nearly
perfect spin filtering effect, where only spin-up electrons are
allowed to transit through the barrier mainly due to the P
arrangement of magnetic order. Interestingly, for AP states as
demonstrated in Figs. 6(b), 6(d) and 6(f), the systems exhibit
a bias voltage-dependent spin filtering effect, i.e., only the
spin-up (spin-down) current is allowed for negative (positive)
voltage. Therefore the MFTJs can also be used as spin valves
that the spin channel can be flexibly manipulated. Moreover,
as shown in Fig. 6(g), the spin injection efficiency (η) of these
MFTJs for P state approaches 100% at zero bias voltage and
oscillates with bias voltages. For the AP state, η is less than
40% at a low bias range of (−0.05, 0.05 V), but it approaches
100% at other bias ranges. The above results indicate that
these MFTJs can achieve a significant spin filtering effect in a
wide range of bias voltage, which is expected to be applied in
spintronic devices.

To understand the interesting spin filtering effect described
above, we calculate the electron transmission coefficients
varying with energy at different bias voltages (±0.4, ±0.2,
and 0.0 V) in Fig. 7. According to Eq. (1), the integral of the
electron transmission coefficients in the bias voltage window
equals the current, implying that the area enclosed by the
transmission spectrum and the energy axis in the bias volt-
age window can roughly reflect the current. At the P state,
for these MFTJs in FE and AFE-Tail states [see Figs. 7(a)
and 7(b)], there is an almost only spin-up transmission spec-
trum in all bias windows, corresponding to an almost perfect
spin filtering effect. For the AFE-Head state [see Fig. 7(c)],
the spin-down transmission spectrum obviously appears at
±0.4 V, so its η is significantly smaller than the MFTJs in
the other two polarization states, which is consistent with our
calculation results of η. At the AP state, when the bias volt-
age is positive(negative), the electron transmission spectrums
of all MFTJs almost only show in the spin-down(spin-up)
channel in the corresponding windows, which further verifies
the phenomenon that the different spin channel is prohibited
under the opposite bias voltage. Moreover, the transmission
coefficient at Fermi level under the 0.0 V only appears in the
spin-up channel, and there is almost no value in the AP state,
which not only indicates the perfect spin filtering effect in P
state but also implies the emergence of a large TMR ratio in
these MFTJs.

D. The influence of electrodes

Previous studies have demonstrated that electrode structure
is important to device performance [15,57]. In this section,
we study the influence of symmetric (Cu-MFTJ-Cu) and
asymmetric (Cu-MFTJ-FGT) electrodes on the performance
of FGT/BIS/FGT MFTJs. Before building the device model,
we first need to determine the detailed contact geometry be-
tween the Cu electrode and the central scattering region. As
shown in Figs. 8(a) and 8(b), in the Cu-FGT heterostruc-
ture, the

√
3 × √

3 Cu(111) slab is matched with the 1 × 1
monolayer FGT. Since the Cu(111) slab is composed of three
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FIG. 7. Transmission coefficients as a function of energy at different bias voltages (±0.4, ±0.2, and 0.0 V) for FGT/BIS/FGT MFTJs.
The magenta vertical lines represent the bias voltage window used to calculate the current. The Fermi energy is set to 0 eV. (a) FE state;
(b) AFE-Tail state. (c) AFE-Head state; 0 V means that the devices are in equilibrium states. Note that the negative transmission values here
represent at AP state.

FIG. 8. (a) Side view and (b) top view of the crystal structure of the Cu/FGT heterostructure constructed by monolayer FGT and Cu(111)
slab. (c) The total energy of Cu/FGT heterostructure with three stacking orders vs the various interlayer distance dCu-Te. The schematic diagram
of the same electrode Cu (d) and different electrodes Cu/FGT (e) used on the left and right sides of the FGT/BIS/FGT MFTJs.
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TABLE II. Calculated spin-resolved electron transmission T↑ and T↓, TMR, TER, and spin injection efficiency η at the equilibrium state
for FGT/BIS/FGT MFTJs with symmetrical Cu/Cu leads and asymmetric Cu/FGT leads on the left and right sides of the central scattering
region.

L/R lead Configuration P state (M↑↑) AP state (M↑↓)

and ratio T↑ T↓ Ttot = T↑ + T↓ η T↑ T↓ Ttot = T↑ + T↓ η TMR
(×103%)

Cu/Cu FE (A) 1.74 × 10−4 1.62 × 10−6 1.76 × 10−4 98% 2.68 × 10−6 4.93 × 10−6 7.61 × 10−6 29% 2.2
AFE-Tail (B) 5.18 × 10−5 6.08 × 10−7 5.24 × 10−5 98% 2.47 × 10−6 9.65 × 10−7 3.43 × 10−6 44% 1.4

AFE-Head (C) 1.02 × 10−3 1.05 × 10−5 1.03 × 10−3 98% 1.92 × 10−5 1.73 × 10−5 3.65 × 10−5 5% 2.7

TER

TA − TB

TB
235% 122%

TC − TB

TB
1868% 964%

Cu/FGT FE-Down (A)a 1.15 × 10−4 2.58 × 10−8 ∼1.15 × 10−4 ∼100% 3.60 × 10−6 2.18 × 10−8 3.62 × 10−6 99% 3.1
AFE-Tail (B) 1.74 × 10−5 1.61 × 10−9 ∼1.74 × 10−5 ∼100% 1.29 × 10−6 6.04 × 10−9 1.30 × 10−6 99% 1.2

AFE-Head (C) 3.16 × 10−4 3.70 × 10−8 ∼3.16 × 10−4 ∼100% 1.13 × 10−5 7.50 × 10−8 1.14 × 10−5 99% 2.7
FE-Up (D) 1.29 × 10−4 1.26 × 10−7 ∼1.29 × 10−4 ∼100% 1.61 × 10−6 9.35 × 10−9 1.62 × 10−6 99% 7.9

TER

TA − TB

TB
561% 179%

TC − TB

TB
1719% 775%

TD − TB

TB
645% 25%

TD − TA

TA

b 13% 124%

aDue to the asymmetric electrodes, the two arrangements of the bilayer In2Se3 in the FE state in which the ferroelectric polarization directions
are both up and down are different.
bFE-Down and FE-Up are two completely opposite ferroelectric polarization states produced by asymmetric electrodes. They can switch
flexibly by a uniform electric field and show different electroresistance states, which is a typical ferroelectric TJ.

Cu atomic layers (labeled Cu1/2/3) in a repetitive period [see
Fig. 8(a)], the Cu-FGT heterostructure can form three stack-
ing orders (Ge-Cu1/2/3), where Ge-Cu1/2/3 represents the Ge
atom (marked by a dotted circle) that stacks vertically on
top of the Cu atom. As depicted in Fig. 8(c), the optimal
distances dCu-Te between FGT monolayer and Cu(111) slab
for the three stacking configurations are determined by cal-
culating the total energy as a function of dCu-Te. We can find
that the optimal stacking order is Ge-Cu3, and the interlayer
distance dCu-Te is 2.51 Å. Based on the geometries in the
aforementioned section, we construct two additional MFTJs
(Cu-FGT/BIS/FGT-Cu and Cu-FGT/BIS/FGT MFTJs) de-
vices with different electrodes as shown in Figs. 8(d) and 8(e).
The symmetric Cu-FGT/BIS/FGT-Cu MFTJ has three ferro-
electric polarization states as shown in the red dotted rectangle
[see Fig. 8(d)], while the asymmetric Cu-FGT/BIS/FGT
MFTJ harbors four ferroelectric polarization states [see the
blue dotted rectangle in Fig. 8(e)]. For the above two MFTJs,
the monolayer FGT near the Cu electrode is taken as the
ferromagnetic free layer.

In Table II, we summarize the transport results at the Fermi
energy. Among the three ferroelectric polarization states, the
AFE-Tail state displays minimum transmission coefficients in
the two MFTJs, which is consistent with the result in Table I.
For the Cu-FGT/BIS/FGT-Cu MFTJ, the η is up to 98% at
the P state, and the maximum TMR (TER) ratio is 2700%
(1868%). For Cu-FGT/BIS/FGT MFTJ, the perfect spin

filtering effect can be achieved in both the P and the AP states,
and the maximum TMR and TER ratios are 7900 and 1719%,
respectively. It is worth mentioning because of the asymmetric
electrode in Cu-FGT/BIS/FGT MFTJ, the FE-Up state and
FE-Down of BIS are two completely opposite ferroelectric
polarization arrangements and these two polarization states
can be easily switched with each other by applying a unified
electric field in the experiment. In particular, the TER ratios
obtained by switching directions between the two ferroelectric
polarization states (FE-Up and FE-Down) are 13 and 124%
in the the P and AP states, respectively. The above results
indicate that the inclusion of symmetric Cu/Cu and asymmet-
ric Cu/FGT electrodes in MFTJs can significantly increase
the TER ratio and preserve large η, whereas TMR is still
considerable.

IV. SUMMARY

In summary, we systemically investigate the spin-resolved
electronic transport properties of the FGT/BIS/FGT vdW
MFTJs by first-principles calculations. We demonstrate mul-
tiple nonvolatile resistance states in the MFTJs and the
possibility to manipulate these states. The maximum TMR
ratio is 1.1 × 107%, and a 1868% TER ratio can be obtained
by changing the electrodes. In addition, a perfect spin filter-
ing effect is observed and the spin channel can be flexibly
controlled. Our work provides an ideal platform to design
multifunctional vdW MFTJs for spintronic applications.
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Experimentally, the polarization direction of ferroelectric
materials can be tuned by an electric field. Our results and pre-
vious studies [39,58] demonstrate that the ferroelectric ground
state of BIS is the AFE-Tail. So there are two polarization
switching combinations for our FGT/BIS/FGT MFTJ, i.e.,
the AFE-Tail→FE and the AFE-Tail→AFE-Head. First, for
the AFE-Tail→FE case, by applying a uniform out-of-plane
electric field, the opposite aligned polarization directions of
the BIS can be reversed to coincide with the direction of
the electric field. Previous experiments have demonstrated
that the electric field can flip the polarization direction of
In2Se3 [25,59,60]. In addition, the intercorrelated polarization
switching mechanism of in-plane and out-of-plane ferroelec-
tricity of α-In2Se3 nanoflakes has also been experimentally
observed [35]. Therefore applying an in-plane electric field
is a feasible strategy to experimentally realize the AFE-
Tail→AFE-head state for BIS.

Note that Su et al. reported that FemGeTe2/

In2Se3/FenGeTe2 (m, n = 3, 4, 5; m 
= n) MFTJs exhibit
multiple nonvolatile resistance states [30], which is different
from our work in two aspects. First, the device structures are
different, i.e., we use bilayer In2Se3 as a barrier layer and
FGT as an electrode, whereas Su et al. [30] used monolayer
In2Se3 as a barrier layer and PtTe2 as an electrode. Because
the MFTJ requires an asymmetric structure on both sides of
the ferroelectric layer, in Su et al. [30] Fem/nGeTe2 (m 
= n)
was only used as a ferromagnetic layer. Differently, the FGT
in our MFTJs not only acts as a ferromagnetic layer but
also serves as an electrode due to the intrinsic asymmetry
of the BIS introduced by different polarization states. As
a result, our MFTJs have fewer material interfaces and
are easier to fabricate experimentally. Second, our MFTJs
demonstrate more nonvolatile resistance states, i.e., six states
under symmetric FGT electrodes and eight under asymmetric
Fe3GeTe2/Cu electrodes and better performance than the
previous study.
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APPENDIX A: THE BINDING ENERGY
OF FGT/In2Se3 INTERFACE

To verify the stability of the vdW interface in In2Se3-
based MFTJs, we calculated the binding energy (EB) of
FGT/In2Se3 interface with different stacking orders, which is

FIG. 9. The side view of the crystal structure of the FGT/In2Se3

heterostructure. (b) The binding energy as a function of different
stacking orders of FGT/In2Se3 heterostructure.

defined as

EB = EFGT/In2Se3 − EFGT − EIn2Se3 , (A1)

where EFGT/In2Se3 and EFGT(EIn2Se3 ) are the total energies
of the FGT/In2Se3 heterostructure and isolated FGT(In2Se3)
monolayer, respectively. The obtained EB are all negative and
robust against variation of stacking orders [see Fig. 9], indi-
cating that the interfaces of MFTJs linked by vdW forces are
stable.

APPENDIX B: THE MAGNETIC ANISOTROPY ENERGY
OF FGT/BIS/FGT HETEROSTRUCTURE

To clarify the magnetic easy axis of FGT under the prox-
imity effect of BIS, we calculated the magnetic anisotropy
energy (MAE) of FGT/BIS/FGT heterojunction. The MAE
is defined as MAE = E⊥ − E‖, where E⊥ and E‖ denote
the total energies for FGT magnetization in out-of-plane and
in-plane directions, respectively. As shown in Fig. 10, the
calculated MAE is negative for all polarization states of BIS,

FIG. 10. The MAE of the FGT/BIS/FGT heterostructure [see
Fig. 2(a)] as a function of different polarization states.
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FIG. 11. (a)–(d) The band structures of monolayer In2Se3 and
FGT, (a) and (c) by using VASP package, (b) and (d) by using
Nanodcal package.

indicating that the ferroelectricity of BIS does not affect the
magnetic easy axis of FGT and the out-of-plane easy axis is
still preserved.

APPENDIX C: THE BAND STRUCTURES
OF MONOLAYER In2Se3 AND FGT

To ensure the consistency of the calculation results be-
tween the two softwares, we used the VASP and Nanodcal
packages to calculate the electronic band structures of mono-
layer In2Se3 and FGT. The corresponding results are shown in
Fig. 11. One can find that the band structures obtained from
the two software are basically consistent, especially for the
bands near the Fermi level, which shows the credibility of
the electron transport properties performed by the Nanodcal
package.

FIG. 12. The (a) TMR, (b) TER, and (c), (d) spin injection effi-
ciency η of FGT/BIS/FGT MFTJ in different polarization states as
functions of in-plane biaxial strain.

APPENDIX D: THE EFFECT OF STRAIN

The lattice mismatch between FGT and α-In2Se3 is about
1.0%. To clarify the effect of strain on the transport properties
of the MFTJ, we calculated TMR, TER, and η as a function
of in-plane biaxial strain for FGT/BIS/FGT MFTJ as shown
in Fig. 12. We can find that (i) as displayed in Fig. 12(a),
for all three polarization states under tensile strain, the TMR
increases with increasing stress, whereas the TMR decreases
under compressive strain; (ii) as shown in Fig. 12(b), for the P
state, TER remains stable in the strain range; for the AP state,
the TER obtained by switching the ferroelectric polarization
direction of BIS between AFE-Tail and FE states gradually
increases after the strain is greater than ±0.5%, whereas the
TER from switching between AFE-Tail and AFE-Head states
decreases with the increase of tensile stress; (iii) as shown
in Fig. 12(c), for all three polarization states in the P state,
η decreases with increasing compressive stress, whereas it is
robust and maintains perfect spin filtering effect under ten-
sile stress; (iv) for the AP state as displayed in Fig. 12(d),
η oscillates with strain. Therefore the above results suggest
that strain is an effective approach to modulate the transport
properties of MFTJs.
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